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Abstract 

The continuously increasing use of plastics is supposed to result in a rising exposure of MNPs to humans. Available 
data on human health risks of microplastics after oral uptake increased immensely in the past years and indicates very 
likely only low risks after oral consumption. Concerning nanoplastics, uptake, transport and potential adverse effects 
after oral uptake are less well understood. This study aims to investigate differences between microplastic particles 
and particles in the submicron- and nanoscaled size derived from food-relevant polymers with a particle size range 
consistent with higher potential for cellular uptake, fate, and effects when applied to human intestinal and liver cells. 
This work includes the development of cellular and subcellular detection methods for synthetic polymeric particles in 
the micro- and nanometer-range, using Scanning Electron Microscopy, Small-Angle X-ray and Dynamic Light Scat-
tering methods, Asymmetric Flow Field Flow Fractionation, octanol-water fractionation, fluorescence microscopy 
and flow cytometry. Polylactic acid (250 nm and 2 μm (polydisperse)), melamine formaldehyde (366 nm) and polym-
ethylmethacrylate (25 nm) were thoroughly characterized. The submicro- and nanoplastic test particles showed an 
increased uptake and transport quantity through intestinal cells. Both types of particles resulted in observed differ-
ences of uptake behavior, most likely influenced by different lipophilicity, which varied between the polymeric test 
materials. Toxic effects were detected after 24 h only in overload situations for the particles in the submicrometer 
range. This study provides further evidence for gastrointestinal uptake of submicro- and nanoplastics and points 
towards differences regarding bioavailability between microplastics and smaller plastic particles that may result fol-
lowing the ingestion of contaminated food and beverages. Furthermore, the results reinforce the importance for stud-
ying nanoplastics of different materials of varying size, surface properties, polymer composition and hydrophobicity.
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Introduction
The potential human health risks associated with expo-
sure to microplastics has become one of the most inten-
sively discussed topics in human consumer protection 
research, due to constantly rising production, usage and 
the emissions of plastic to the environment [1]. Plastic in 

the environment is subject to degradation and fragmen-
tation, which can result in the formation of micron- and 
nano-sized plastic particles, commonly referred to as 
micro- and nanoplastic particles (MNPs). Furthermore, 
the use of intentionally added MNPs in consumer prod-
ucts, commonly referred to as primary microplastics, 
can result in the direct environmental release of micron-
sized plastic particles [2–4]. As an environmental con-
taminant in air and water, exposure for humans to MNPs 
can occur either via inhalation and/or dietary uptake [5], 
through e.g. drinking water, beer, salt, seafood, honey 
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and beverages [6]. The use of primary MNPs are not 
understood to represent a significant mass-based frac-
tion of exposure [7]. They are mainly used for medical 
and research purposes or can emerge through decom-
position of larger particles (i.e. secondary microplas-
tics) as a result of weathering and/or ageing processes 
[7, 8]. With respect to human exposure to MNPs, recent 
studies suggests a total weekly exposure of as much as 
0.1–5 g of MNPs, with the higher estimates of exposure 
suggested to be above the 99th percentile of human 
exposure [9, 10].

While estimates of exposure based on the mass of 
MNPs potentially vary several orders of magnitude, 
less is understood regarding the number of MNPs that 
such an exposure represents. The number of particles 
at lower particle sizes, for instance, may potentially be 
several orders of magnitude [11–13], although the mass 
of nanoplastic particles may be relatively small. On the 
other hand, exposure to larger numbers of microplas-
tics > 150 μm, for instance, may be relatively low [3], but 
the mass for these particles will be larger and potentially 
dominate the total mass-based estimates of exposure. For 
nanoplastics, there are no data reporting environmental 
exposure, largely because there are no validated detection 
methods and no reference materials available. Since the 
physiological toxicity of MNPs will likely differ depend-
ing on particle size, shape, surface area and polymer 
composition, there is a need to better understand both 
exposure to MNPs and the associated toxicities, particu-
larly for MNPs < 10 μm [14–16].

Knowledge of cellular uptake and toxicity of MNPs of 
varying size, shape and polymer composition represents 
a current research need [17]. It is still unclear, whether 
these particles behave differently with regard to their cel-
lular uptake and possible toxicological impact. Previous 
research has mainly focused on Polystyrene (PS) micro-
plastic spheres [6, 8, 18], even though it is understood 
that PS does not represent the most abundant types of 
MNPs observed in the environment, which is better 
characterized as representing a heterogeneous mixture 
of particle sizes, shapes and densities [19]. The intesti-
nal cellular and systemic uptake of MNPs > 10 μm are 
reported to have a lower probability than MNPs < 1.5 μm 
[7]. In some cases, however, particles up to 150 μm, have 
been observed in organs, such as the liver, possibly via a 
paracellular transport mechanism, referred to as persorp-
tion [20]. Particles > 150 μm, however, are not considered 
to have biological impact on human health, due to their 
low reactivity. Toxic effects arised from in vitro experi-
ments are often only documented in so-called overload 
situations, which are distinguished by the use of a high 
excess of particles  [8]. To date, the potential effects 
associated with exposure to MNPs are inflammation, 

oxidative stress, apoptosis and effects concerning meta-
bolic homeostasis, which can be caused by unspecific cel-
lular stress reactions [6].

Recognizing there exists a need to expand our under-
standing of the uptake and toxicity of MNPs of environ-
mentally relevant polymers, in this we used fluorescently 
labeled particles of the food-relevant materials melamine 
formaldehyde (MF), polylactic acid (PLA) and polymeth-
ylmethacrylate (PMMA). MF is used for the production 
of baking- and kitchenware, as well as for bambooware 
and as coating material. PLA is used for multiple applica-
tions, such as in beakers, bottles or foils. PMMA occurs, 
for example, in transparent kitchenware, such as bowls, 
salad spoons and pepper grinders. As a consequence of 
mechanical use, ageing or damage, particles of vary-
ing size have the potential to be released into food and 
beverages and can subsequently be ingested [5]. In this 
study, all applied particle species are expected to con-
tain particles < 1 μm, and which enables a comparison 
of effects for particles of different sizes and materials, 
aimed at providing better mechanistic understanding of 
the behavior of MNPs. The definition and categorization 
framework of MNPs is still an unresolved debate that can 
lead to misunderstandings when interpreting results aris-
ing from MNP research studies. While Hartmann et  al. 
have suggested nanoplastic particles refer to dimensions 
< 1 μm [21], we have decided to use the term “nano” as 
commonly used in the nanotoxicology field [22], whereby 
nanoplastic refers to particles in the size range 1–100 nm. 
In literature, there is often a gap in the definition between 
the lower size limit for microplastics (> 1 μm) and the size 
range for nanoparticles below 100 nm. To emphasize this 
for the test plastic particles with diameters between 100 
and 1000 nm we use the term “submicron”.

The particles generated and used in this study are thor-
oughly characterized and the toxicity assessed using 
intestinal and liver cells. Supporting the toxicity assess-
ment, cellular interaction of particles with Caco-2 cells 
(mimicking the intestinal barrier), HepaRG and HepG2 
cells (mimicking liver cells) as well as transport through 
the intestinal barrier are quantified [23, 24]. The overall 
aim of this study, therefore, is to identify any substantial 
differences between microplastics and smaller particles 
with regard to their cellular uptake, fate and effects.

Methods/experimental
Chemicals and plastic particles
All chemicals were purchased from Merck (Darm-
stadt, Germany), Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany), 
Sigma-Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany) if not stated 
otherwise. The 366 nm MF particles “MF366” (charge: 
MF-FluoOrange-S886–1, Ex/Em 560 nm/584 nm) 
were purchased from Microparticles GmbH (Berlin, 
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Germany), both PLA particle types (250 nm and 2 μm) 
“PLA250” and “PLA2000” (PLA-greenF, prod.-no: 
51–00-252 and 51–00-203, Ex/Em 502 nm/527 nm) 
were purchased from Micromod particle technology 
GmbH (Rostock, Germany) and 25 nm PMMA particles 
“PMMA25” (DiagPoly™ Plain Fluorescent PMMA nano-
particles, cat.-no.: DNG-P010) were purchased from 
Creative Diagnostics (New York, USA). The 10 μm PS 
particles (prod.-no.: PFH-10056, Ex/Em 530 nm/582 nm) 
were bought from Kisker Biotech GmbH (Steinfurt, 
Germany), the 4 μm PS particles (prod.no.: 2219, Ex/
Em 530 nm/582 nm) from Phosphorex Inc. (United 
States) and the 1 μm PS particles (prod.no.: F13080, Ex/
Em 505 nm/515 nm) were purchased from life technolo-
gies (Carlsbad, Germany). When investigating MNPs, it 
is important to distinguish between effects caused by the 
material, dispersant, the size and/or the surface. Espe-
cially the dispersant can play a role in evoking adverse 
effects on cells, which underlines the importance of 
having an adequate set of controls [25]. To ensure any 
dispersant-related effects were excluded in this study, 
all particles were delivered as aqueous dispersions. An 
overview about the purchased plastic particles and the 
applied methods can be found in the supporting informa-
tion (Table S1).

Characterization of particles
Plastic particles were characterized using Fluorescence 
Microscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), 
Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), Asymmetric Flow Field 
Flow Fractionation (AF4), Small-Angle X-ray Scattering 
(SAXS) and assessing an octanol-water distribution coef-
ficient (hydrophobicity).

Fluorescence microscopy
To check for particle size, shape and fluorescence sig-
nal, stock plastic dispersions were analyzed in their 
stock concentrations using the inverse microscope axio 
observer d1 (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Images 
were recorded using Brightfield, EGFP (Ex/Em 488/509) 
or Cy5 (Ex/Em 650/673 nm) filter depending on the 
wavelength of the particles label.

SEM
For precise verification of particle sizes and shape, pris-
tine plastic dispersions were analyzed using a Zeiss DSM 
982 Gemini (Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany; 
updated by point electronic GmbH, Halle (Saale), Ger-
many) conducted with an acceleration voltage between 
6 and 9 kV as described in a study using microplas-
tics before [23]. Size distribution was quantified on 
the basis of the SEM images by using the ImageJ soft-
ware V.1.53 (Laboratory for Optical and Computational 

Instrumentation (LOCI) of the University of Wisconsin-
Madison, Madison, USA). The Feret diameter was deter-
mined by using the function ‘Measure’ and measuring at 
least 200 random particles per type. The scale bar of the 
SEM images was used to define a scale in the program. 
Results are shown as histograms.

DLS
Hydrodynamic diameter and zeta potential were meas-
ured with a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Panalytical 
GmbH, Kassel, Germany). Plastic particles were diluted 
1:1000 in ultrapure water and subsequently measured. 
Results for hydrodynamic diameters are given as size 
distribution curves and polydispersity indices. For zeta 
potential, the universal ‘Dip’ Cell Kit (Malvern Panalyti-
cal GmbH, Kassel, Germany) was used. Mean values and 
standard deviations of at least three measurements were 
calculated. Since experiments were performed in cell 
culture media, further DLS measurements in medium at 
20 °C and 37 °C and for incubation time points of 0 h and 
24 h were performed.

AF4
Particle sizes were further determined by AF4 coupled 
to Multi Angle and Dynamic Light Scattering (MALS/
DLS) for all particle types except of PLA2000. The AF4 
system consisted of an Agilent 1200 series autosampler 
(G1329A), a high-performance liquid chromatography 
pump (G1311A) (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, 
CA, USA), an Eclipse 3 AF4 flow control module, and 
a short channel-type AF4 separation channel with a 
350 μm spacer (Wyatt Technology Europe GmbH, Dern-
bach, Germany). The carrier liquid was ultrapure water 
containing the alkaline detergent mix Fisherbrand FL-70 
(Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, MA, USA) at a concen-
tration of 0.025% (v/v) or ReagentPlus sodium dode-
cyl sulfate (SDS, Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) 
at a concentration of 0.05% (m/v). Following separation 
by AF4, a DAWN HELEOS TM (Wyatt Technology 
Europe GmbH, Dernbach, Germany) MALS detector 
with 17 observation angles operated with a linear polar-
ized laser light at 658 nm was used to record the light 
scattering signal. The data collection interval was set to 
2 s. A DLS detector at angle 99° of the DAWN HELEOS 
light scattering cell was used for on-line determination 
of the hydrodynamic diameter  dh of the particles with 
an interval of 1 s. Data from the light scattering detec-
tors was processed using the ASTRA V software (version 
5.3.4.20, Wyatt Technology Corporation, Santa Barbara, 
CA, USA). The MALS detector at angle 90° was used for 
light scattering detection of the particles. The root mean 
square (rms) diameter  drms was determined using a 3rd 
order Debye model because of its robustness and fitting 
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capabilities for both spherical and non-spherical particles 
[26]. Before analysis, the samples were diluted in carrier 
liquid 1:500 (PLA250, MF366) or 1:50 (PMMA25). The 
instrumental settings are presented in Table S2.

SAXS
The goal of the SAXS measurements was to determine 
the size distribution of the particles in situ. Measure-
ments were performed in a flow through capillary with 
the Kratky-type instrument SAXSess (Anton Paar, Graz, 
Austria) at 21 ± 1 °C. The SAXSess has a low sample-to-
detector distance of 0.309 m, which is appropriate for 
investigation of dispersions with low scattering inten-
sities. The samples were measured as delivered. The 
scattering vector q depends on the wavelength λ of the 
radiation (λ = 0.154 nm): thus q = 4π / λ sinθ. Deconvolu-
tion (slit length desmearing) of the SAXS curves was per-
formed with the SAXS-Quant software. Curve fitting was 
conducted with software SASfit as described earlier [27]. 
The analysis of the SAXS raw data was performed using 
forms presented in the supporting information.

Hydrophobicity
To elucidate the distribution of plastic particles in 
hydrophilic or lipophilic phases and exclude experimen-
tal leaching effects, an octanol-water-distribution was 
assessed. Respective plastic particles were diluted 1:10 
in ultrapure water, mixed in equal amounts with octanol 
and vortexed for 10 sec. Phases were separated again 
by shortly spinning the dispersion in a table centrifuge. 
The content of particles in the hydrophilic and lipophilic 
phase was measured using the Tecan plate reader (Plate 
Reade Infinite® M200Pro. Tecan Group Ltd., Männedorf, 
Switzerland). Another 1:2 dispersion of diluted particles 
with octanol was mixed for 24 h at room temperature. 
The fluorescence intensity of the phases was measured 
again. The two phases were ultracentrifuged at 186000 
x g for 40 min and the fluorescence of the supernatant 
measured, but no significant fluorescence was detected 
(data not shown).

Cell cultivation
Caco-2 (ECACC: 86010202) and HepG2 (ECACC: 
85011430) were purchased from the European Collection 
of Authenticated Cell Cultures (Salisbury, UK). HepaRG 
cells were obtained from Biopredic International (Saint 
Grégoire, France). The cells were cultivated as published 
before [23, 28]. Cultivation of cells was performed at 
37 °C and 5%  CO2. Caco-2 and HepG2 were cultured in 
Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM; Pan-Bio-
tech GmbH, Aidenbach, Germany) supplemented with 
10% fetal calf serum superior (FCS superior),  105 Units/L 
penicillin and 100 μg/mL streptomycin (P/S; Capricorn 

Scientific GmbH, Ebsdorfergrund, Germany). HepaRG 
cells were cultured in Williams E medium (Pan-Biotech 
GmbH, Aidenbach, Germany) supplemented with 10% 
FCS (Pan-Biotech GmbH, Aidenbach, Germany, 1% P/S, 
0.05% of 100 μg/ml human insulin (PAA Laboratories 
GmbH, Pasching, Austria), and 50 μM hydrocortisone-
hemisuccinate (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany). 
These cells were passaged every 2 weeks. Caco-2 and 
HepG2 were passaged every 2–3 days at 80–90% conflu-
ence. This was conducted by aspirating the cell culture 
medium, washing the cells with phosphate-buffered 
saline (PBS) and subsequently incubating them with 
0.05% of trypsin-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) 
at 37 °C for 5 min (Caco-2) or 7 min (HepG2). Followed 
by adding 8.5 ml cell culture medium and centrifuging 
the cell suspension. The cell pellet was resuspended in 
fresh cell culture medium.

Cell viability testing
Caco-2, HepG2 and HepaRG cells were seeded in 96-well 
plates with concentrations of 5000 (Caco-2), 20,000 
(HepG2) and 9000 (HepaRG) cells per well in their 
respective cell culture medium. HepG2 cells can be used 
for experiments 24 h after seeding. Caco-2 and HepaRG 
cells were differentiated for 3 weeks and 4 weeks, respec-
tively. The HepaRG cells were cultivated in their cell 
culture medium for 2 weeks and further differentiated 
for another 2 weeks by adding 1.7% Dimethylsulfoxide 
(DMSO, v/v) to the proliferation medium. To perform 
the incubation, cell culture medium was replaced by 
100 μL phenol red-free cell culture medium containing 
different concentrations of plastic particles. The maxi-
mum concentration was chosen to exclude effects due to 
nutrient deficiency of cells, while at the same time ensur-
ing concentrations would result in toxic effects being 
observed. The unit μm2 particle surface/mL was used to 
apply concentrations with comparable particle surface 
area exposed to the cells and to therefore exclude toxic 
effects based on the increasing surface-to-volume ratios 
of the smaller particles. To achieve comparability, the 
resulting concentrations in particles/mL and the conver-
sion factor are presented in Table S3. After 24 h or 48 h 
of incubation, the particle dispersions were aspirated 
and substituted by 100 μl phenol red-free medium and 
the 3-(4,5-dimethylthioazole-2-zyl)-2,5-diphenyltetra-
zolium bromide (MTT) assay was performed, as previ-
ously described [23], to determine the metabolic activity 
of cells after incubation with plastic particles. A 5 mg/mL 
solution of MTT in PBS was thus added at a volume of 
10 μL per well and incubated for 1 h. The supernatant was 
removed afterwards and 130 μL per well of a desorption 
solution containing 0.7% (w/v) SDS in isopropanol was 
added. The 96-well plates were shaken for another 30 min 
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under light exclusion to dissolve the formazan crystals. 
Absorption was measured at 570 nm and 630 nm back-
ground absorption. A concentration 0.01% Triton X-100 
was used as positive control. To evaluate the results, raw 
data were subtracted by background signals (wells that 
were incubated with corresponding particle concentra-
tions and all assay components, but did not contain cells 
and the medium control). This value was related to the 
solvent control (cells incubated with cell culture medium, 
but no particles), which was set to 100%. Mean values 
and standard deviations were calculated for at least three 
independent experiments.

To test the cell viability for longer incubation times, 
the xCELLigence® Real Time Cell Analysis (Agilent 
Technologies Germany GmbH & Co. KG, Waldbronn, 
Germany) was used on the basis of a protocol published 
earlier [29]. Caco-2, HepG2 or HepaRG cells were seeded 
as explained above on special 96-well microplates, coated 
with gold microelectrodes. Cells were differentiated and 
incubated with 150 μL of particle dispersions in cell cul-
ture medium diluted to different concentrations (ranging 
from 5 ×  107–2.5 ×  1010 μm2 particle surface/mL. The cell 
index was measured every hour for 72 h in total. 50 μg/
mL zinc oxide (ZnO) served as positive control.

Particle uptake and transport through the intestinal barrier 
and uptake in hepatic cells
Intestinal barrier
To verify the particle uptake and transport through the 
intestinal epithelium, 12-well Transwell® plates consist-
ing of polycarbonate membrane inserts with 1.12  cm2 
growth area and 3 μm pore size (Corning Incorporated, 
New York, USA) were used, based on a protocol estab-
lished by Stock et al. [23]. Short, 50,000 Caco-2 cells were 
seeded on top of the membrane of the Transwell® inserts 
and differentiated for 3 weeks. The cell culture medium 
was changed every two or three days. To check for the 
permeability of the monolayer of Caco-2 cells, transepi-
thelial electrical resistance (TEER) measurements and 
transport of fluorescein isothiocyanate-dextran (FITC) 
were applied. Permeability values > 700 Ω*cm2 (TEER) 
and <  107 cm/s (PAPP values calculated from FITC trans-
port) demonstrated the overall integrity of the Caco-2 
monolayer. After three weeks of differentiation, cells 
were incubated with high, but non-toxic concentration 
(determined beforehand by cell viability tests) of plas-
tic particles for 24 h in the apical compartment or with 
cell culture medium as a control. This was performed 
by removing the cell culture medium and replacing by 
a 500 μl particle dispersion that was diluted to a con-
centration of 2.5 μm2x109 μm2 particle surface/mL in 
the apical side and 500 μl cell culture medium without 
particles in the basolateral side. Afterwards, the apical 

and basolateral, as well as washing fractions (2 × 250 μL 
PBS), were collected and fluorescence intensity for each 
particle type measured at the Tecan plate reader. To be 
able to quantify the signals, calibration curves of the 
particles in respective medium (cell culture medium or 
PBS) were prepared and measured with the Tecan plate 
reader. The highest selected concentration was the initial 
particle concentration used for incubation. The Tran-
swell® membranes were fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde 
solution in PBS for 30 min at 37 °C. In the next step, the 
fixed membranes were washed three times with PBS and 
the whole membrane was scanned with the Tecan plate 
reader to determine the fluorescence signals present in 
the membranes. By adding known amounts of the parti-
cle concentrations used for incubation and measuring the 
increase of the fluorescence, a standard curve was calcu-
lated. Afterwards, membranes were washed again three 
times with PBS.

To examine the interaction (comprising cellular uptake 
and adsorption) of the particles with the Caco-2 cells, a 
confocal microscope (Leica TCS SP5, Leica Microsys-
tems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) was used. The fixed 
and washed Transwell® membranes were further pre-
pared by permeabilization with 0.2% Triton-X 100 in 
PBS for 20 min. After washing for three times with PBS, 
the cells were stained with 2 drops/mL ActinGreen 488 
ReadyProbes® Reagent (wells incubated with MF par-
ticles) or 2 drops/mL ActinRed 555 ReadyProbes® Rea-
gent (wells incubated with PLA or PMMA particles; Life 
technologies, New York, USA) for 30 min under light 
exclusion. In the last step, the membranes were washed 
three times with PBS and the insert was cut off by using 
a scalpel. The membrane was fixed on a microscope slide 
by using Kaiser’s glycerin gelatin (Carl Roth GmbH + Co. 
KG, Karlsruhe, Germany) and cover glasses. The sam-
ples were dried over night at 4 °C and examined on the 
next day. For each particle type, five random sections of 
the membrane from 2 to 3 replicates per particle were 
investigated. Due to resolution limits of the confocal 
microscope, sections were not quantified. Images were 
recorded by using the XYZ acquisition mode and the 
contrast was adjusted. This shows the membrane from its 
lateral side starting from the villi of the cells and ending 
at the membrane.

Hepatic cells
To check for uptake of plastic particles into hepatic cells, 
fluorescence microscopy was used with HepG2 and Hep-
aRG cells [29]. Since HepG2 are proliferating hepatocyte-
like cells without the capability of expressing enzymes of 
the xenobiotic metabolism and HepaRG are differenti-
ated bilary- and hepatocyte-like cells expression Phase I 
and Phase II enzymes, a comparison of different uptake 
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based on the cell models complexity. Therefore, HepG2 
or differentiated HepaRG cells were incubated with high, 
but non-toxic concentrations of respective MNPs for 
24 h. Cells were washed twice with PBS to remove par-
ticles laying on top of the cells. For microscopic exami-
nations, cells were covered with PBS and the uptake of 
particles was assessed using an Axio Observer D1 (Carl 
Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Images were assessed 
using Bright, EGFP and Cy5 filter dependent on the par-
ticles label.

Flow cytometry
To establish a flow cytometry-based method to study 
uptake of plastic particles in liver cells, only HepG2 
cells were used due to their easier handling in compari-
son to HepaRG cells. The protocol was based on a pre-
viously published study [29]. The efficacy of the method 
was evaluated by characterizing the uptake of previ-
ously studied PS particles in the micrometer size range 
(10 μm, 4 μm, 1 μm) and at concentrations of 2.5 ×  108 
μm2 particle surface/mL, and then applied to the other 
test particles used in this study. Differentiated cells were 
incubated for 2, 4, 6 and 24 h, respectively to trace the 
increase of particle uptake with time at concentrations 
of 5 ×  108 μm2 (PLA2000), 2.5 ×  109 (PLA250), 2.5 ×  108 
μm2 (MF366) and 2 ×  1011 (PMMA25) particle surface/
mL, dependent on the particles toxicity on HepG2 cells. 
After washing the cells twice with PBS, the incubated 
cells were subsequently harvested using trypsin-EDTA. 
The cell suspension was centrifuged at 300 x g for 5 min, 
resuspended in 100 μL PBS and used for measurements. 
To do so, the flow cytometer BD Accuri C6 (BD, Hei-
delberg, Germany) was utilized with an excitation laser 
at 488 nm. The optical filters FL1 (533/30 nm), FL2 
(585/40 nm) or FL3 (> 670 nm) were used dependent on 
the fluorescence of the particles. Signals were detected 
for 2 min or a maximum of 10,000 cells. For analysis, the 
cell population was identified by using the side and for-
ward scatter Histogram and a Gate P1 was set. Only sig-
nals in this gate were further used for quantification. The 
uptake of particles into cells was measured by using the 
fluorescence signal normalized to the intrinsic signal of 
the cells. Furthermore, a side scatter analysis was done to 
check for increased granularity. Granularity is a measure 

of the inner structure of cells, whereby a high granularity, 
indicated by high side scatter values, indicates structural 
inclusions. Therefore, a side scatter analysis is often used 
to indicate particle uptake into cells [29, 30].

Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SigmaPlot 14.0 
(Systat Software GmbH, Erkrath, Germany). For cytotox-
icity assays, one-way ANOVA following Dunnett’s test 
was used, thereby comparing untreated medium con-
trols with cells that were treated with respective nano- 
or microplastic particles. Statistical analysis as well as 
means and standard deviations were performed for at 
least three independent experiments. The significance 
levels were defined by performing one-way ANOVA 
Dunnett’s test and calculating p-values (* = p < 0.05, 
** = p < 0.01, *** = p ≤ 0.001).

Results
Characterization of submicro‑ and nanoplastic particles
To characterize the physicochemical properties of envi-
ronmentally relevant particlesused as test materials in 
this study, a variety of analytical methods (fluorescence 
microscopy, SEM, DLS, assessment of octanol-water 
distribution coefficient, AF4 and SAXS) were applied 
(Fig. 1). The aim was to characterize and quantify the size 
range distribution between single-digit micrometer par-
ticles and down to the nanoscale.

Fluorescence microscopy was used to detect fluo-
rescently labeled particles of different sizes and shapes 
(Fig.  1A), and was complemented by the use of SEM, 
which provided more detailed information regard-
ing particle size and shape (Fig. 1B and C, respectively). 
PLA2000, described by the supplier to have a size of 
2 μm, is represented by spherical particles characterized 
by a broad size range of between 200 nm and 10 μm in 
diameter. PLA250 consisted of smaller irregular shaped 
particles, characterized as being between 70 and 200 nm. 
An important observation, is that the PLA250 particles 
tended to agglomerate and form bigger particles. MF366 
is characterized as representing the most monodisperse 
group of spherical particles used in this study, with a nar-
row particle size distribution at about 300 nm. PMMA25, 
anticipated to be characterized by individual particles 

(See figure on next page.)
Fig. 1 Characterization of particles. A Fluorescence microscopy. B SEM. C Diameter analysis of SEM images. Dotted lines indicate diameters 
specified by the manufacturer. n.d. = not detectable. D DLS measurements of at least two samples and calculated values for hydrodynamic 
diameter and polydispersity index of 1:1000 diluted stock dispersions. E Zeta Potential of at least three samples of 1:1000 diluted stock dispersions. 
F Distribution of particles in hydrophilic (water) and lipophilic (octanol) phases after 0 h and 24 h incubation. Error bars indicate standard deviation 
of independent experiments (n = 3). G AF4 coupled to Multi Angle and Dynamic Light Scattering (MALS/DLS) H SAXS data of PMMA particles and 
a curve fit utilizing a log-normal size distribution of the diameters (left, black circles and red solid line, respectively). The intensity of the data around 
q = 0.5  nm− 1 decays with about  q− 3 (indicated by arrow and a blue dotted line). Size distribution corresponding to the curve fit in the left-hand 
pane (right). Displayed is the partial differential function (PDF, red line) and cumulative distribution functions (CDF, black dashed line)
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Fig. 1 (See legend on previous page.)
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in the nanometer size range, resulted in particles visible 
by SEM that were limited to larger particle aggregates 
(approx. 600–800 nm diameter), with a negligible num-
ber of individual free particles being observed. The pres-
ence of single particles, however, was observed by DLS, 
AF4 and SAXS measurements, with a mean diameter of 
38 nm for individual PMMA25 particles.

DLS measurements were used to check for the hydro-
dynamic diameter and the zeta potential of the particles 
(Fig.  1D and E, respectively). For PLA2000, DLS dis-
played a hydrodynamic diameter of 2733 nm, and a high 
polydispersity index (PDI) of 0.97. The PDI gives infor-
mation about the distribution of particle sizes in the 
applied sample ranging from 0 to 1 (0 =̂ homogenous 
distribution, 1 =̂ polydispersed sample) [31]. Due to the 
high polydispersity observed for PLA2000, especially the 
DLS, which has limitations, caution may be warranted 
when attempting to interpret results. PLA250, on the 
other hand, resulted in an observed hydrodynamic diam-
eter of 300 nm and a PDI of 0.11. MF366 measurements 
resulted in the lowest PDI of 0.07, and a mean hydro-
dynamic diameter of 413.6 nm. Moreover, the DLS was 
able to measure non-aggregated PMMA nanoparticles, 
which resulted in an observed hydrodynamic diameter of 
50.75 nm and a PDI of 0.26. The zeta potential of both the 
PLA and PMMA particles was negative, between − 10 to 
− 20 mV, whereas MF366 showed a positive zeta poten-
tial of around 50 mV. The results of the DLS measure-
ments in cell culture medium were comparable to those 
in ultrapure water (Table S3).

To determine the hydrophilic/hydrophobic character 
of the test particles, the dispersions were incubated in 
an octanol-water mixture and fractionation was meas-
ured in a plate reader after 0 h and 24 h (Fig.  1F). Both 
PLA particles showed nearly the same behavior, as the 
vast majority was detected in the lipophilic phase in a 
time-dependent manner. In contrast to that, MF366 and 
PMMA25 did not pass over to the lipophilic phase but 
stayed in the hydrophilic phase after both incubation 
time points of 0 h and 24 h, respectively.

Separation by AF4 was tested in carrier liquids con-
taining small amounts of either the alkaline detergent 
mix FL-70, or the anionic surfactant SDS. Both are com-
monly used in AF4 analysis. Separation was possible for 
PLA250, MF366 and PMMA25 in carrier liquid contain-
ing FL70 (Fig. 1G). Online MALS provided average  drms 
values across the peak of 171 nm for PLA250 and 267 nm 
for MF366. Assuming a solid sphere, this would cor-
respond to geometric diameters of 221 nm and 345 nm, 
respectively, which is in good agreement with the nomi-
nal sizes. For PLA250,  drms increased with retention time 
across the peak from 120 nm to 275 nm, confirming a 
proper elution of the particles in the AF4 channel (i.e., 

according to AF4 theory). For MF366,  drms only slightly 
increased from 250 to 295, and was in agreement with 
the narrow size distribution of the particles. The relative 
broad peak width (despite the monomodal particle char-
acter) and the fact that the peak eluted at a similar reten-
tion time as the smaller PLA250 particles, suggests some 
degree of non-ideal elution behavior. Due to the small 
particle size, online DLS was applied for PMMA25 and 
average  dh of 45 nm determined which was in agreement 
with the (offline) DLS results. Particle size increased 
across the peak from 24 nm to 96 nm. In the carrier liquid 
containing SDS, strong particle-membrane interaction 
of PLA250nm was observed. Despite repeated injections 
of the sample, no material eluted (Fig. S1). This might 
be related to the observed hydrophobic character of the 
particles. Separation of MF366 was possible after sev-
eral injections of the sample and resulted in a shouldered 
peak (Fig. S1). PMMA25 could be separated without the 
need for membrane pre-saturation and an average  dh of 
40 nm was determined (Fig. S1). PLA2000 was not ana-
lyzed by AF4 as particles with sizes below and above the 
steric inversion point were present, which makes mean-
ingful separation impossible [32]. Steric inversion is the 
process when normal-mode separation (smallest par-
ticles elute first) begins to convert to steric-mode sepa-
ration (largest particles elute first). As a rule of thumb 
particles of between 1 and 1000 nm are separated in nor-
mal mode and particles > 1 to ~ 1000 μm are separated in 
steric mode.

SAXS, suitable for the characterization of particles below 
100 nm in size, was employed to determine the size dis-
tribution of the PMMA nanoparticles (sample  p1). The 
SAXS curve of  p1 displays a characteristic Guinier region 
at q < 0.2  nm− 1, which is typical for non-interacting par-
ticles, and therefore we can largely exclude aggregates 
(Fig.  1H). We conclude that the particle aggregates seen 
in the SEM figure most likely resulted from the prepara-
tion of the particles for analysis by SEM. The scattering 
curve is interpreted using the analytical form factor of a 
sphere with a log-normal number-weighted size distribu-
tion of the diameter (for details see experimental section). 
Equation (1) was employed for interpretation of the scat-
tering data of  p1 resulting in a fit curve shown in Fig. 1H 
(red solid line). It can be seen that the model fit the data 
well in the low q-range but not at intermediate values 
around q = 0.5  nm− 1 (indicated by an arrow). The scatter-
ing intensity in this intermediate region decays approxi-
mately with q− 3 (blue dotted line) which is much lower 
than q− 4 as must be expected for particles with a smooth 
surface. A possible interpretation for the q− 3-scaling can 
be a rough interface between the PMMA particles and 
their surroundings, e.g. approximately describable as sur-
face fractal. However, there is not enough information to 
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confirm this. The distribution of the particles’ number 
density as probability density function (PDF) and cumula-
tive density function (CDF) is shown in Fig. 1H (red solid 
and black dashed curves in the right-hand panel). The 
median diameter is Dmedian = 23.6 ± 0.2 nm and the mean is 
Dmean = 24.1 ± 0.3 nm. The standard deviation of the width 
of the diameter distribution is about 5 nm (20% of Dmean).

Effects on intestinal and liver cells
Cellular effects were determined using MTT and xCEL-
Ligence® assays (Fig. 2). In the MTT assay (Fig. 2A), par-
ticles were applied at concentrations between 2.5 ×  107 
and 2.5 ×  1010 μm2 particle surface/mL for 24. The cyto-
toxicity measurements are used to screen for cell viabil-
ity, and to identify toxic and non-toxic concentrations 
over in a wide concentration range.

When applied to differentiated Caco-2 cells, most test 
particles were observed to have no impact on cell viabil-
ity. Only the highest concentration of MF366 (2.5 ×  1010 
μm2 particle surface/mL) resulted in a significantly 
reduced (p  < 0.01) cell viability. On HepG2 cells, the 
MF366 and PLA250 test particles showed significant 
toxic effects (p  < 0.001), while on HepaRG cells, only 
MF366 had a significant impact on cell viability at the 
two highest concentrations. The nanoplastic PMMA25 
particles and the larger microplastic PLA2000 parti-
cles are observed to have no adverse effects on any cell 
line in the applied concentration range. In contrast, the 
xCELLigence® method is more sensitive and allows real-
time measurements over a defined time period (Fig. 2B). 
Selected concentrations used for the MTT test were 
chosen for this assay. As a positive control, ZnO parti-
cles were used, and were observed to show a significant 
decrease (p < 0.001) of the relative cell index on all cell 
lines during the experimental test period. There were 
almost no other effects detected on Caco-2 cells. Only 
PLA250 showed a significant decrease (p < 0.001) of cell 
viability at the highest used concentrations (1 ×  1010 and 
2.5 ×  1010 μm2 particle surface/mL). The impact on liver 
cells was much higher. For the submicron test particles 
MF366 and PLA250 a dose-dependent and statistically 
significant toxic response over the time on HepG2 cells 
was observed in the xCELLigence® assay. The other test 
particles PLA2000 and PMMA25 did not evoke nega-
tive changes in the relative cell index. On HepaRG cells, 
a reduction of the relative cell index was elicited by the 

MF366 and PLA250 test particles, while PLA2000 and 
PMMA25 had no influence on the relative cell indices.

Uptake and transport of submicro‑ and nanoplastics using 
fluorescence microscopy
The cellular particle uptake and transport was inves-
tigated using the Caco-2 Transwell® model (Fig.  3). In 
addition, the uptake of particles into liver cell models 
(HepG2, HepaRG) was determined (Fig.  4). High, but 
non-toxic concentrations, which exceed human con-
sumption, were applied.

To check for permeability of the cells, TEER was meas-
ured and PAPP values calculated (Figs. S2 and S3). No 
decreases in cell permeability were detected. For the 
intestinal barrier, representative fluorescence and con-
focal microscopic images showed variances in uptake 
quantity and cellular particle distribution (Fig.  3A and 
B, respectively). A distinct difference of intracellular 
localization between (almost same-sized) submicron 
test particles MF366 and PLA25 was observed. While 
MF366 tended to form agglomerates in the cellular inte-
rior (yellow/red signal), PLA250 appeared to envelop 
the cellular membrane and to adhere to the cell sur-
face (green/red signal). Nevertheless, confocal micros-
copy showed for both particle types that the membrane 
was unimpaired. Only the large agglomerates of MF366 
were able to destroy the cellular membrane, most likely 
influenced by their size. For PLA2000, only a limited 
number of particles were detected at the surface of the 
cells or were absorbed into the cell. It was obvious that 
only the smaller particles of the dispersion were able to 
penetrate the cell membrane. In contrast, almost no 
PMMA25 single particles were detected on or in Caco-2 
cells. This can be explained by the size resolution limit of 
the microscope, which has a particle size limit of detec-
tion at 200 nm. Still, no particle agglomerations were 
observed in the samples, as they are too big to cross cel-
lular membranes. For instance, the pore size of the mem-
brane (3 μm) is assumed to represent the upper size limit 
for particle transport.

The quantitative analysis for cellular interaction 
and transport of particles with and through differen-
tiated Caco-2 cells was in good accordance with the 
microscopic images (Fig.  3C and D, respectively). For 
PLA2000, approximately 20% of the fluorescence sig-
nal was observed in the membrane fraction, indicating 

Fig. 2 Cellular effects of particles on Caco-2 (left), HepG2 (middle) and HepaRG cells (right). A MTT Assay of increasing concentrations of particles 
after 24 h incubation time. 0.01% Triton X-100 was used as positive control. B Cellular impedance measurements using xCELLigence® system. 
Cell indices normalized to cell culture medium are shown over a time of 72 h. 50 μg/mL ZnO nanoparticles served as positive control. Data are 
presented as means ± standard deviation. The significance was calculated by performing one-way ANOVA Dunnett’s test (* = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, 
*** = p ≤ 0.001, n = 3)

(See figure on next page.)
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Fig. 2 (See legend on previous page.)
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the potential uptake of smaller particles. The remaining 
80%, however, was observed in the apical compartment, 
while less than 3% are reported as crossing the epithe-
lium membrane. Interestingly, the cellular interaction 
of the similar sized submicron test particles MF366 and 
PLA250 was different for the different polymer types. 
Specifically, 30% of the incubated PLA250 test particles 
were observed as being homogenously distributed across 
the cellular fraction. In contrast, MF366 was quantified 
to have a cellular interaction of 75%, thereby exhibiting 
a high standard deviation, most likely influenced by the 

agglomerates causing a high fluorescence signal. Both 
submicron test particles (PLA250 and MF366) were 
observed to be similarly transported through the intesti-
nal barrier, at between 2 and 4%. It was not possible, how-
ever, to detect PMMA25 via fluorescence quantification 
in the cellular fraction, although it is worth noting that 
about 6% was detected in the basolateral compartment.

In the liver cells, only microscopic evaluation was 
performed (Fig.  4). The two liver cell lines (HepG2 and 
HepaRG) showed similar results, which are also compa-
rable to the cellular interaction patterns of the particles 

Fig. 3 Analysis of uptake and transport of particles through the intestinal epithelial Caco-2 cell monolayer after 24 h incubation in a Transwell® 
system. A Representative fluorescence microscopic images. Gray spots indicate the Caco-2 cells and colored spots indicate particles. B 
Representative confocal microscopic images. Green spots indicated the Caco-2 Monolayer and red spots the particles. C Fraction of particles 
interacting with the Caco-2 cell monolayer (uptake or laying on top of the cells) determined with a plate reader. D Percentage of particles 
transported through the Caco-2 cell monolayer determined with a plate reader. Data are shown as mean values ± standard deviation of three 
independent experiments
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with the Caco-2 cells. For PLA2000, many particles sur-
rounded the HepG2 cells, but only a relatively small frac-
tion was observed to be taken up by HepG2 and HepaRG 
cells. Again, only the smaller part of the dispersion was 
detected in/on the cells. Surprisingly, the nanoplastic test 
particles showed the same variance in uptake and particle 
distribution as for the Caco-2 cells. PLA250 surrounded 
the whole cell membrane of both liver cell lines, whereas 
MF366 was observed to be localized only in parts of the 
cells, where formation of agglomerates in the cellular 
interior was also observed. For PMMA25, it was pos-
sible to detect rarely occurring particle accumulations, 
especially in HepaRG cells, from which, compared to 
the other test particles, the least uptake of particles was 
observed.

Quantification of uptake of submicro‑ and nanoplastics 
via flow cytometry
Another possible method to measure particle uptake is 
through the use of flow cytometry. Fluorescent particles 
can be detected inside the cells by emitting significantly 
higher fluorescence than cells without particles. We 
established the method using previously characterized 
fluorescent PS particles [23] and determined their cellu-
lar uptake into HepG2 cells as a simple model for liver 
cells (Fig. S4). The particles had sizes of 1, 4 and 10 μm, 
respectively. The fluorescence threshold was defined 
using the upper limit of background fluorescence with-
out the application of particles. To monitor the increase 
of particle uptake, a kinetic study was performed and 
samples were taken after 2, 4, 6 and 24 h of incubation. 

Complementary to the flow cytometric quantification 
is the use of optical microscopy, whereby microscopic 
images were also taken and evaluated.

Fluorescence microscopy showed that only 1 and 4 μm 
particles were taken up into the cells, while 10 μm par-
ticles were too large to be taken up (Fig. S4). The obser-
vations are consistent with results from flow cytometry 
measurements of the fluorescence detected in the cells. 
For PS 10 μm, no uptake of particles was detected within 
24 h. In contrast to that, the uptake of PS 4 μm was quan-
tified at 11.2% and for PS 1 μm at 66.4%. It was further 
possible, to count the number of incorporated PS micro-
plastic particles which appeared in distinct single popu-
lation peaks. Results from the kinetic study, not only 
demonstrated that the general fluorescence signal of 
incorporated particles increased with decreasing parti-
cle size, but also that the number of particles taken up by 
one cell increased in a time-dependent manner. For PS 
4 μm, 1.5% of the cells had taken up > 3 particles and 9.5% 
of the cells had taken up between 1 and 2 particles after 
24 h incubation. PS 1 μm was absorbed in higher values. 
It is clear that the HepG2 cells incorporated an increasing 
number of particles with longer incubation times. After 
24 h, 16.5% of the cells had taken up 5 and more particles, 
15% between 3 and 4 particles and around 35% between 1 
and 3 particles.

After having established the model with PS parti-
cles, the 4 particle types investigated in this study were 
tested. All of them showed different behavior (Fig.  5). 
Instead of different identifiable populations that enable to 
quantify the uptake of the number of particles per cell, 
the overall fluorescence distribution changed only to 

Fig. 4 Representative fluorescence microscopic images of particles after 24 h incubation with A: HepG2 and B: HepaRG cells. Gray structures 
indicate the cells and colored structures the particles
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higher values in one broad peak (Fig. 5A). In the kinetic 
study, the mean fluorescence over all cells increased dur-
ing a period of 24 h (Fig.  5B). For PLA2000, the uptake 
increased from 2x to 70x in comparison to the medium. 
The highest uptake values were detected for the submi-
cron particles. Already after 2 h, a 236x or 349x higher 
signal was detected for PLA250 and MF366, respectively. 
These signals increased after 24 h up to 441x or 551x, 
respectively. Nevertheless, the standard deviations were 
quite high. PMMA25 also showed an increasing uptake 
from 13x to 102x within 24 h of incubation.

Another method to determine and characterize parti-
cle uptake is a side-scatter analysis (Fig.  6). Only in the 
instance of MF366 particles was there an observed strong 
increase of the side scatter. Cells incubated with the other 
test particles (PLA250 and PLA2000 (data not shown), 
PMMA25 (data not shown)) showed only a minor or no 
increase of signals. This increase in granularity is sup-
posed to be related to the particle uptake, because the 
highest side scatter signals (red) were detected in the 
highest fluorescence intensity cell fraction (cells that have 
taken up the highest amount of particles).

Discussion
The topic of MNPs has been increasingly studied in the 
last decade, resulting in a need to better understand 
the potential relationships between the physicochemi-
cal properties of the particles and the possible health 

impacts that might accompany their ingestion. Due to 
various challenges, such as a lack of appropriate reference 
materials, analytical methods and challenges associated 
with characterizing exposure and effects for particles 
< 10 μm, evaluating human health risks is currently lim-
ited. An important element towards better understanding 
the implications that exposure to MNPs may represent 
to human health is a need to better understand the sys-
temic uptake and cellular effects of environmentally rel-
evant particles. For instance, cellular uptake, increased 
bioavailability and the disturbance of cellular processes 
are more likely to increase as particle size decreases, 
largely because nanoplastic particles, in particular, are 
understood to have a higher probability to permeate 
the gastrointestinal barrier more effectively than larger 
microplastic particles [25, 33].

This study aims to contribute to the understanding of 
essential differences between microplastic and nano-
plastic particles, with an emphasis on evaluating fate 
and effects in cellular systems relevant to an oral inges-
tion pathway. Therefore, micro- (> 1 μm) submicro- 
(1000–100 nm) and nanoplastic (< 100 nm) particles with 
relevance to exposure via contamination of food and 
beverages were used. In a first step, particles were char-
acterized and toxic effects measured. The second step 
comprised quantification of cellular interaction of parti-
cles with Caco-2 cells (mimicking the intestinal barrier), 
HepaRG and HepG2 cells, respectively (mimicking liver 

Fig. 5 Quantification of uptake of particles in HepG2 cells after 24 h (A) and 2, 4, 6, 24 h (B) incubation. A Representative Histograms depicting the 
count of fluorescence signals dependent on the fluorescence intensity. The vertical red line shows the division between intrinsic fluorescence of the 
cells (see medium) and increasing fluorescence signals after particle uptake. The percentage of the uptake is depicted in the upper right corner. B 
Mean fluorescence increase after incubation of HepG2 with particles after 2, 4, 6, and 24 h incubation, respectively. Quantification was determined 
related to medium. Data are shown as means ± SD, n = 3
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cells) as well as transport through the intestinal barrier. 
In the last step, a flow cytometry-based method was 
established and successfully applied to analyze the uptake 
of submicron- and nanoplastic particles into HepG2 cells.

The characterization of PLA2000 resulted in broadly 
distributed particles between 10 μm and the lower 
nanometer size range. For PLA250, the size distribution 
was much narrower, but particles aggregated due to SEM 
preparation steps, which resulted in irregular shapes. 
The slightly negative zeta potential indicated a reason-
able colloidal stability in the dispersion. The MF particles, 
on the other hand, exhibited the narrowest size distribu-
tions, the most spherical shape and the zeta potential was 
strongly positive. The behavior of the nanometer-sized 
PMMA25 particles was more complicated. Using SEM 
and confocal microscopy, only particle aggregates were 
visible, but the application of alternative analytical meth-
ods were sufficient to identify distinct nanoparticles with 
sizes between 24 and 50 nm. It is important to underline 
that measurements of zeta potential are used to assess 
the relative stability of a particle dispersion in a solvent. 

It does not necessarily correlate to particle functionaliza-
tion or surface charge. When diluting the particles in cell 
culture medium, the particle surface will be rapidly cov-
ered with organic matter [34]. Consequently, it is impor-
tant that a variety of properties and analytical techniques 
be measured and used for determining the stability of the 
test particle dispersion. For instance, since fluorescent 
plastic particles of different materials were used, their dis-
tribution in hydrophilic or lipophilic phases needs to be 
elucidated, as this facilitates to evaluate fate and behavior 
in different types of solvents and culture media. PLA250 
accumulated more in the lipophilic phase and MF366 
was observed to remain in the hydrophilic fraction. This 
can have influence on particle-cell interactions [35]. The 
test particles included in this study are thus observed to 
include a diverse range of properties. PLA2000 test par-
ticles represented larger microplastic particles with a 
broad particle size distribution, and are consistent with a 
polydisperse suite of properties. The different properties 
of the PLA200 particles are anticipated to behave differ-
ently with respect to cellular uptake, bioavailability and 

Fig. 6 Side scatter analysis of PLA250 and MF366 after 2, 4, 6 and 24 h incubation with HepG2 cells. A Representative Histograms of signals 
detected by the side scatter after 24 h incubation. The vertical red line shows the threshold between normal cell granularity and increased 
granularity due to particle uptake (red). B Representative Histograms of measured fluorescence signal correlating to (A). Red labeled counts show 
cells with high side scatter. C Quantification of the increase of the side scatter after 2, 4, 6 and 24 h incubation. Cells with high granularity are 
depicted in red and cells with normal granularity in gray. Data are shown as means ± SD, n = 2
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effects increasing with decreasing particle size. PLA250 
and MF366, on the other hand, represent test particles of 
different polymeric composition, both characterized by 
particle sizes in the submicrometer size range, but with 
contrasting hydrophobicity behavior, whereas PMMA25 
was used to represent nanoparticles of < 100 nm, and 
which are a food-relevant material.

With regard to fluorescence measurements, the poten-
tial for analytical artifacts needs to be taken into con-
sideration. For instance, fluorescence interferences with 
other wavelengths can occur, such as in experiments 
with fluorometric readouts, therefore efforts to limit and 
account for interferences must be implemented. Addi-
tionally, cellular autofluorescence might lead to over-
estimation of the fluorescence intensity [36], whereas, 
the leaching of fluorophores from the particles can also 
result in an overestimate of uptake. Concerns related to 
the leaching of fluorophores is well documented, such 
as can be seen in the study of Catarino et  al. [36], who 
demonstrated that the fluorophores of fluorescently 
labeled nanometer PS detached from the particle, which 
then entered and agglomerated in the tissue of zebrafish 
larvae. To avoid misinterpretations in relation to inter-
ferences and autofluorescence, we have selected test par-
ticles with fluorescence spectra unlikely to be consistent 
with other interfering wavelengths, which has been fur-
ther evaluated through the use of negative controls in all 
experiments. Similarly, efforts have been implemented 
to account for the potential of fluorophore leaching, 
whereby test particles were subject to ultracentrifugation 
experiments prior to use, aimed at minimizing leach-
ing in both aqueous and organic test media. Verification 
demonstrated that in both cases, there was no leaching of 
fluorophores.

Measurements of acute and long-term cellular toxicity 
of submicro- and nanoplastic particles revealed a statisti-
cally significant viability decrease (p < 0.001) for PLA250 
and MF366 for the highest test concentrations after 24 h, 
which were verified in the xCELLigence® assay. These 
results are confirmed by other in vitro toxicity studies 
with PET, PS, PP and PE microplastics, which detected no 
cytotoxicity [37–39] or cytotoxicity only in likely unphys-
iological situations [23, 24, 40, 41]. Furthermore, Fröhlich 
et al. [42] reported that the smaller the nanoparticle, the 
more cytotoxic effects are reported for phagocytic cells, 
which is consistent with our findings [42]. Given that the 
test concentrations of plastic particles used in this study, 
and which resulted in adverse effects, are likely signifi-
cantly greater than those estimated in relation to human 
exposure, it is unlikely that environmental concentra-
tions would represent a significant risk. Cox et al. [3], for 
instance, estimated that Americans ingest an amount of 
microplastics ranging from 39,000–52,000 particles per 

year [3], concentrations that are far below the applied 
in vitro concentrations in our study (> 2 ×  106 particles/
mL), implying that the conclusion that decreasing viabil-
ity only arises due to an indirect effect, such as when cells 
are not able to take up nutrients due to particle overload, 
and not because of effects arising from the plastic mate-
rial itself. It should be noted, however, that we have per-
formed the screening experiments reported in this study 
to identify the highest non-toxic concentrations that can 
be applied for use when evaluating physiological uptake.

Cellular interaction, uptake and transport of the test 
particles using a model of the intestinal barrier was 
evaluated. A transport ranging from 2 to 6%, varying 
depending on plastic particle size and material compo-
sition, was observed. The integrity of the Caco-2 mon-
olayer was not impaired due to particle incubation as 
shown by TEER and Papp values. Regarding the inter-
action of MNPs with enterocytes, we observed parti-
cle- size-, −material and -surface-dependent effects. 
PLA2000, representing polydisperse microplastics, 
interacted with the monolayer, with the smaller size 
particles taken up by cells and particles > 4 μm remain-
ing on the surface of the cells. This is consistent with 
other studies, examining the uptake of microplastic 
particles [23, 24]. For the two test particles in the sub-
micrometer range (PLA250 and MF366), higher cellu-
lar interactions, characterized by different distribution 
and behavior were observed. The smallest nanoplastic 
particles (PMMA25), did not measurably interact with 
the monolayer, which is possibly because the particles 
are able to cross the barrier more efficiently due to their 
small size and transported to the basolateral side, a sug-
gestion that is consistent with their observation as hav-
ing the highest quantified transport of 6% [43]. Possible 
mechanisms of particle uptake include paracellular 
transport, persorption or endocytosis [35]. Other stud-
ies investigating uptake and transport using the Caco-
2-based barrier model have reported similar results. 
Stock et  al. [23], for instance, exposed 1, 4 and 10 μm 
sized PS particles for 24 h to the barrier model and 
detected a cellular interaction up to 3%, but unquantifi-
able transport of particles. The largest uptake rates were 
surprisingly reported for PS 4 μm [23]. As shown by our 
work, cellular interaction and transport increases with 
decreasing particle size. This observation is in agree-
ment with Kulkarni & Feng et al., who detected a time-
dependent increase of uptake of PS particles smaller 
than 500 nm [44]. Interestingly, other colleagues quan-
tified a high transport (14%) of sulfonated 50 nm PS 
particles after 24 h exposure and internalization into 
lysosomes of Caco-2 cells [39]. Other studies quantified 
highest transport for 50 nm and 100 nm PS nanoplas-
tics, which are especially negatively charged [45]. Stock 
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et al. [25] measured uptake and transport of differently 
sized and coated nanometer PS. A size- and surface-
dependent particle uptake was quantified. This implies 
differences of cellular uptake in relation to differences 
in surface charge and particle size, which is in concord-
ance with other findings for particles in the submi-
crometer range (PLA250 and MF366) as they exhibit 
different surface properties [45, 46]. By using PET nan-
oplastics with 100 nm in size, Magri et  al. detected a 
small time-dependency in relation to uptake and trans-
port through Caco-2 cells over nine days of incuba-
tion, but reported no toxic effects such as LDH release, 
decreasing cell viability, reactive oxygen species pro-
duction or apoptosis/necrosis [37]. Others used 50 nm 
PS particles and exposed undifferentiated Caco-2 cells 
for eight weeks, simulating a sub-chronic exposure to 
nanoplastics. They reported accumulation of particles 
in cells, small changes in genotoxic markers, but no 
DNA damage or oxidative stress [47].

Given the important function of the intestinal barrier 
for absorbing nutrients from food, while at the same 
time preventing the systemic distribution of poten-
tially harmful substances [48], the enterocytes build up 
a strong semipermeable barrier connected with tight 
junctions. When discussing results arising from Caco-2-
based models, it is important to consider that they are 
known to often lead to underestimated results in com-
parison to the in vivo situation, because the monolayer 
exhibits a denser barrier than human epithelial cells, 
due to strong tight junctions [49]. Nevertheless, we 
observed a noteworthy transport of all particles through 
the Caco-2 intestinal cells, suggesting the potential for 
the particles to reach the liver. The question thus arises 
regarding the fate and effects of MNPs in relation to 
liver cells. Applying a flow cytometry-based method and 
fluorescence microscopy, a time-dependent uptake espe-
cially for PLA250 and MF366 was measured, but, in con-
trast to PS, no distinct number of incorporated particles 
per cell could be determined. Interestingly, uptake of 
aggregated PMMA25 was also detected, which suggests 
a higher susceptibility of liver cells for the uptake of sub-
stances in comparison to intestinal cells. What needs to 
be additionally considered, however, is how an increase 
in fluorescence measured by flow cytometry correlates 
with both, the single particle fluorescence intensity and 
the number of particles taken up by one cell might be 
interpreted. For instance, in the absence of considering 
how to best interpret fluorescence measurements, there 
is the potential for an over−/underestimated uptake to 
be observed. To obtain reliable and comparable results, 
the method needs to be validated with other analytical 
techniques for each applied particle species. For exam-
ple, Gottstein et al. combined confocal microscopy with 

flow cytometry for the quantification of 50 nm and 1 μm 
PS uptake, aimed at providing a more accurate and pre-
cise quantification [50]. In our study, the results are in a 
good concordance with the flow cytometry data.

Many in vivo feeding studies have been conducted to 
examine uptake and systemic bioavailability of micro-
plastics in organs such as intestine, liver, gut, kidney and 
spleen. By applying 1, 4 and 10 μm PS particles to mice 
for 28 days, another study investigated no bioaccumula-
tion or other adverse effects have been detected. Only 
some particles were found in the intestine, but not in 
the liver [23]. A study by Jani et al. documented systemic 
bioavailability for particles with diameters in the submi-
crometer range [51, 52]. In our study, we reported the 
highest transport through intestinal cells and uptake in 
liver cells for MF366 and PMMA25, which supports the 
hypothesis of a higher systemic bioavailability for smaller 
particles. Overall, it can be summarized that past in vitro 
and in vivo studies consistently observe time-dependent 
uptake that increases with decreasing particle size, which 
can be further influenced by differences in particle sur-
face properties.

The side scatter analysis, reported in this study, sug-
gests significant changes in the granularity of HepG2 
after uptake of MF366, for which noteworthy differences 
in the octanol-water distribution were also observed. 
This suggests altered mechanisms of uptake and inter-
actions with cell membranes after exposure to MF366, 
caused by e.g. differences in hydrophobicity and material 
[35, 43, 46, 53–55]. Liu et al. [43] examined uptake mech-
anisms of 50 nm and 500 nm PS exposed to leukemia cells 
and model membranes. The particles were taken up via 
passive membrane interaction (hydrophobic interac-
tions) and active endocytosis (size-dependent types of 
uptake) and accumulated in in the lysosomes of cells. A 
study from Li et  al. [46] pointed out that hydrophobic 
particles are able permeate into the membrane bilayer 
but did not affect the tightness of the membrane. On the 
other hand, more hydrophilic particles only adsorb on 
the surface and do not enter the cells. Moreover, simula-
tion of relevant mammalian cell lipid membranes showed 
mechanical stretching following exposure to PE (1 and 
10 μm), PS (800 nm) and PMMA (1 and 8 μm) test plas-
tic particles leading to destabilization of the membrane 
and structural changes especially after accumulation of 
particles [53]. Concerning our study, it is important that 
future studies aim at trying to elucidate the underlying 
uptake and transport mechanisms of test particles, espe-
cially for PLA250 and MF366. To date, there are no other 
studies that have investigated the possible adverse health 
effects of these environmentally relevant materials, thus 
research that expands beyond the use of PS particles will 
only help strengthen our overall understanding of the 
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human health implications that exposure to MNPs rep-
resents. It can be hypothesized that PLA250 and MF366 
interact differently with Caco-2, HepaRG and HepG2 
cells due to differences in hydrophobicity and surface 
charge. For PLA250 it can be suggested that the particles 
interact with the cell membrane and MF366 are taken up 
actively by endocytosis.

Conclusion
We applied food-relevant plastic particles of different 
sizes to an in vitro model of the intestinal barrier and 
to liver cells. There are strong differences observed with 
respect to fate and effects. Cellular uptake increases with 
decreasing particle size, which can also vary depending 
on the composition of the polymer. This is most likely 
influenced by lipophilic interactions with the cellular 
membrane. A higher fraction of the hydrophilic MF par-
ticles are observed to permeate the cell membrane and 
form detectable aggregates in cellular cavities, whereas 
the lipophilic PLA250 particles, of almost the same size, 
were observed to be distributed across the cell mem-
brane and likely intercalate into the lipid layer. In this 
case, particles in the submicrometer range behaved in 
accordance to their physicochemical surface properties 
than as expectable for a particle in the micrometer range. 
PMMA25 nanoplastic particles also distributed all over 
the cell surface, especially in liver cells. Regarding toxi-
cological effects, the submicro- and nanoplastic particles 
showed a higher impact on the cells, when compared 
with the apparently more unreactive microplastic parti-
cles. This can be due to size- but also material-dependent 
mechanisms, which could disturb the smooth run-
ning of cellular processes, while bigger microparticles 
were incorporated without having a noteworthy cellular 
impact.

Our findings underline the importance of the topic of 
nanoplastics. Even though nanoplastics are known to 
be unreactive due to their chemical structure, they can 
disturb cellular functions without reacting themselves 
but by interaction with the cellular membrane [53, 56] 
or possibly by adsorbing substances e.g. acting as Tro-
jan horse [57]. These effects are especially important 
after agglomeration of nanoplastics. Additionally, the 
question arises whether nanoplastics are able to reach 
deeper organs besides the intestine due to an altered cel-
lular fate [51, 52]. This strongly indicates the necessity of 
investigations on submicron and nanoscaled fractions 
of particulate plastic particles, which due to increased 
surface-to-volume-ratio and a tendency for increasing 
cellular uptake with decreasing particle size, suggests the 
importance of considering the impact of size, shape, sur-
face, overall chemistry and hydrophobicity.
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